
Screw in the metal stud bolt in 

Screw in the metal brackets into 
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Habillage sommier haut
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the head and footboards.

the boards with the wood screws,

end of the bed and push 
in the metal stud bolts.
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Screw in the eccentric rams a quarter-turn 

the sides of the long boards on each 

the allen wrench 5 mm.
with the M8X20 screws and 

to lock in the frame.

Block the metal board brackets 
5

in the visible holes.

Place the head and footboards facing 

Install the mattress platform long boards 
in the slides located on each side of 
the mattress platform.
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metal stud bolt(A)

wood screw(B)

threaded bolt

eccentric ram(C)

threaded bolt must

dossier M09-02-01L edition 2009/02

Warning:please read carefully the instructions before using the "lit-releveur®" bed

Causes possibles

slide in the short wooden boards

please check that the earthing is safe

2
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SolutionsSymptômes
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with the allen wrench 4mm

for this reason check that all connections to the central unit are effective

put up the long wooden boards

in the correct way round

in the wooden stub bolt

-the electrix set up is IP 66 throughout:

as indicated

1 allen wrench 4mm
1 allen wrench 5mm

3
screw in the allen screws 

be facing the floor

e-mail : sav@hms-vilgo.com
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Notice montage lit Euro 4000

Habillage châssis bas

along the tube metal châssis 

-the bed is not suitable for a child under 12 or for a person weighing more than 135kgs.
-the "lit-releveur®" should only be used on a flat , clear and horizontal floor .
-before you move the bed around,make sure you have unplugged it from the mains and rolled in the cable on the cable tidy.
-make sure the cables are plugged in the relevant sockets on the control box:

1.lock out function
2.handset
3.back rest actuator
4.variable height motor
5.legs rest actuator

-keep children under 12 away when operating the bed up and down with the handset.
-make sure not to pinch,flatten,shread or knot the cables.
-some prevention maintenance must be sheduled and take place at least once a year throughout the bed lifetime,
 by a trained technician.
-you should disinfect the bed with a wet sponge and soap.
-unplug the bed for the mains when you disinfect the "lit-releveur®"bed.
-do not use acid,alcaline products or solvants such as acetone or cellulosic diluents.

HMS-VILGO
243 rue Salvador Allende 59120 LOOS

LIT-RELEVEUR®

1-the central unit is faulty 
2-the handset is faulty
3-those functions are not allowed/locked

The orange indicator for the mains
is on but the motor does not work.
The relay in the central unit 
makes a “clinking” sound

1-the motor connector is not properly 
   plugged into the central unit
2-the motor is faulty
3-the central unit is faulty

1-replace the handset
2-replace the central unit

1-the bed is not plugged to the mains        
2-a fuse has blown                                
3-the central unit is faulty
4-the handset is faulty or its cord is torn off 

1-plug the bed to the mains                        
2-check both the mains cable and the       
   handset cord                                                 
3-check the handset
4-replace the central unit                       

1-replace the central unit 
2-replace the handset
3-unlock those functions
4-push in the red « plug »

1-plug in the motor connector properly
2-replace the motor                              
3-replace the central unit

Replace the motor

Replace the motor

Electrical parts are warranted; the protection category is IP66.
please do not attempt to open the motors: the warranty would not be valid anymore and the motors
would not be waterproof anymore.
Only staff from an authorised dealer can open and work on the electrical parts.

Replace the motor

The orange indicator for the mains
is on but the motor does not work.
The relay in the central unit does 
not make any sound. 

The central unit works properly 
except on one of the outputs

1-check the connections                           
2-the handset is faulty
3-the central unit is faulty

The motor works but the drive 
shaft does not move

The pinion gear or the drive shaft 
is damaged

The motor cannot lift the bed
when the patient uses it

The jack shaft does not move 
whilst the jack is turning 

The motor is damaged

The safety nut has been removed

The orange indicator 
for the mains on the handset is off

1.condamnation mouvements
2.télécommande
3.relève buste
4.hauteur variable
5.relève jambes


